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Abstract: Due to the forced changes that the COVID-19 pandemic has had in many aspects of
ordinary life (working, social life, training and learning in schools etc.), the characteristics of domestic
spaces have significantly modified buying, selling and renting decisions in the real estate market. The
aim of this research was to structure a methodology, articulated into four steps, to assess the variation
that has occurred in residential market demand as a result of COVID-19 anti-contagion measures,
with regard to six metropolitan Italian cities. We considered two samples of properties for each city,
the first referencing the pre-COVID-19 pandemic spread and the second collected in the current
situation. Consequently, we were able to determine variations in residential market appreciations
through the application of a regressive econometric technique. The obtained results highlighted the
relevance assumed by indoor acoustic and thermal comfort property factors, compared with the
pre-COVID-19 condition. The proposed methodology could be useful to support the public and
private entities involved in urban investment decision-making processes, allowing us to identify
the most appreciated factors of the residential real estate market demand, in order to improve the
conditions of existing and future assets and reduce the related risk levels.

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic; housing market; property prices; genetic algorithm; housing
demand

1. Introduction

Starting in the first half of 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic has spread rapidly world-
wide and, in order to minimize contagion, governments have applied many of measures
that, most of all, have forced people to stay at home. This has changed the shape of
ordinary lives, requiring people to continue some activities in the domestic space [1–3].
In this way, rooms such as the living room, the bedrooms and the kitchen have had to
accommodate functions for which they may not have been equipped: in many cases they
have been transformed into working spaces, gyms, and meeting rooms. The impossibility
of conducting outdoor activities, on the other hand, has meant that balconies, terraces or
condominium green outdoor spaces have become the only way out of the house, and they
too have been transformed into gyms, places of leisure, relaxation or work, and meeting
areas. In other words, domestic spaces that previously performed a certain number of
functions, strictly related to the ordinary daily activities of people before the restrictive
measures of COVID-19, had to welcome new ones, often proving to be inadequate. More-
over, spaces such as balconies or terraces, not always present in all types of residential
buildings, have been found to be essential for many reasons—from those relating to mental
and physical health to those associated with domestic activities—when the anti-contagion
measures were very restrictive (i.e., in lockdown). The fear and uncertainty about the
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future developments of the pandemic, still ongoing, has led to a more global introspective
vision. Before the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, most daily time took place out-
side of the home; therefore, the possibility of a further restrictive lockdown has changed
the perception of which domestic spaces are viewed as desirable [4–6]. According to a
recent Forbes analysis in America, “the hottest housing markets in the new landscape are
cities which offer desirable amenities—larger homes, leafy neighborhoods, access to the
outdoors, walkability and proximity to grocery stores—in a more affordable package, and
home buyers still want to be within commuting distance of large employment centers, but
with the prevalence of remote work, they are willing to extend the distance from urban
downtowns” [7].

Italy is one of the countries that has imposed restrictive anti-contagion measures for the
longest time, particularly in the most densely populated cities such as Milan, Turin, Rome
and Naples, which were among those with the highest number of infections and deaths,
together with Florence and Catania [4]. This condition clashed with the characteristics of
the existing residential real estate, characterized by a high average age (60 years), medium–
low energy efficiency, an average area of 67 m2 per resident which, in terms of average area
per house, becomes about 117 m2. In this situation, there were also some socio-economic
characteristics: 27% of the population were living in overcrowded houses, with an average
number of members per family of 2.28, rising to 2.68 in some territorial centers, such as
the province of Naples and Catania. This was in addition to an average poverty index of
21.4% in 2020 [8,9]. To avoid (or minimize) interpersonal contacts, most work activities—
especially those not related to the agri-food, logistics and health sectors—all school and
educational courses (public and private), all sport events (competitive and amateur), and
most religious gatherings (with the exception of funerals) often needed to be reproduced
in some way at home. Consequently, the digitization process of many of these activities
has been forced to rapidly spread, and will grow further, involving about 8.2 million
workers [10,11]. Remote work, e-learning, and the use of online services, takes the shape
of new ordinary living, becoming the only way to be able to continue everyday activities.
However, these general conditions have caused many problems, as the critical fragility of
these house–space systems emerged, with the spaces being inadequate to perform their
new functions [12–15]. Significant changes have occurred in the perception of domestic
spaces and their prerequisites. New potential market demand has been defined, favoring
(i) the possibility of articulating housing units in a multifunctional way; (ii) the availability
to equip a space dedicated to remote working that is adequate from the point of view
of privacy and ergonomic comfort; (iii) the presence of private outdoor spaces, to carry
out leisure activities in external areas; (iv) the presence of condominium services such
as gyms, multifunctional rooms, and box lockers, all factors that pertain to the intrinsic
characteristics of the properties [16,17]. In the Italian context, different studies that have
analyzed the preferences of domestic space users in October 2020 have identified the
following preferences for some elements of residential properties: private garden (58%),
parking space (51%), living–kitchen (48%), terrace (47%), living room (46%), children’s
room (45%), two or more bathrooms (45%) [18]. The results obtained were validated by an
analysis developed by the Bank of Italy in 2021 [19] that examined people’s preferences for
some residential space characteristics. The new preferences are oriented towards spaces
previously considered secondary, if not downright irrelevant (such as the private garden
or the balcony), strongly conditioning the demand of the residential real estate market.
Existing offers experienced a strong cut, conditioned by the market’s ability to respond to
the new requirements expressed by buyers [20]. The houses that fulfilled the new market
demand became the main target, while the others were outclassed. Furthermore, the fear of
a new stringent lockdown, with the pandemic still in progress, has pushed buyers to invest
more capital in homes that reflect their wishes. This condition has generated a decrease
in the real estate prices of homes with features that before the COVID-19 situation had
inaccessible or high selling prices, and an increase in price for the properties with new
desirable features [20,21].
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These emerging trends based on new intrinsic factors, including the specificities of
houses rather than neighborhood spaces, must be analyzed through the application of
efficient tools capable of identifying the most important factors, in terms of the impact and
variation on the selling prices of houses, induced by COVID-19 on the local market. This
could be useful to reduce the risk of creating large residential properties that are no longer
necessary because they are inadequate to the demand preferences, a condition that would
lead to an increase in urban decay, in contrast with the objectives of the 2030 Agenda [22].

The present research pertains to the context outlined, and is aimed to structure a
methodology that consists of orderly and distinct phases for the assessment of the likely
effects of anomalous events—like the COVID-19 pandemic—on the real estate market.
Based on a genetic algorithm able to detect the most important factors affecting selling
prices, two samples of residential properties were collected for each of the six Italian cities
that (i) have been most affected by the pandemic, (ii) have the greatest overcrowding
index and (iii) have the residential assets that reflect the average national intrinsic factors.
Two phases for each city were considered: the first referenced the second half of 2019
(“pre-COVID-19 pandemic”), the second, instead, concerned the first half of 2021 (period
in which the pandemic is still in progress “COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). The purpose
of considering these two situations was to verify the existence of changes in the dynamics
in the reference market and identify the factors that most influenced investment choices,
by comparing the outputs provided by the methodology applications. The analysis was
carried out by considering the residential properties sold in these two periods (Phases I and
II), and implementing an econometric technique to examine the functional relationships
between housing prices and the influencing factors selected. By comparing the outputs,
this study highlights the variations in the framework of buyers’ needs and, consequently,
in the conformation of the housing market demand.

Starting from the results of the analysis carried out in the present research, a frame-
work for addressing the residential sector, and guiding the plans of public interventions
and private investors, has been outlined. The methodology developed could represent a
technical and operational tool to support public and private operators in defining effective
planning and design strategies for the residential market segment, that considers the influ-
ence of specific intrinsic factors. Moreover, for the current situation (2021) a comparison
of the factors that most influence housing prices has been developed to identify the most
relevant variables that guide potential buyers’ choices, and provide useful indications for
the preliminary planning and design stages.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 investigates the literature related to the
main methods and techniques adopted for the assessment of the impacts of anomalous
events on residential market appreciations. Section 3 discusses the methodology used for
the analysis of the effects of anomalous events on housing market demand. In Section 4,
this methodology is applied to a case study relating to six Italian cities. The section
describes the study samples and outlines the variables of the model. Then, it explains the
econometric technique used to define the function of the price. Furthermore, the technique
is implemented, and the results are obtained with reference to the two phases (Phases I
and II). Section 5 discusses the comparisons between the outputs of the two phases and
concludes the work.

2. Literature Review

The dynamics of the real estate market can be influenced by many different socio-
economic, political and geographical factors. To choose a methodology able of monitoring
the residential market demand and of identifying likely variations caused by anomalous
events, an analysis of the existing literature has been carried out to examine the main
methods and techniques adopted to assess the effects of anomalous events on residential
market appreciations.
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An anomalous event, like the COVID-19 pandemic, is defined as an unexpected
exogenous shock which is difficult to predict and impacts the real estate market [23], or
marks a moment of strong discontinuity at a social and economic level [24].

In the international context, numerous contributions have aimed to assess the impacts
of different anomalous events on the real estate market. These studies are heterogeneous,
both in terms of the method used and their aim.

In the present study, anomalous events have been distinguished into (i) events with
microeconomic effects, e.g., hurricanes, earthquakes, environmental disasters, and ter-
rorist attacks, (ii) events with macroeconomic effects, e.g., global economic crises, pan-
demics, wars.

In the definition of the methods for the assessment of the anomalous events’ effects
on the real estate market, it is fundamental to distinguish transitory consequences from
permanent ones [24]. An anomalous event can affect the local economy in multiple ways:
temporarily or permanently by (i) reducing companies’ productivity, (ii) damaging or
destroying productive capital or (iii) interrupting supply chains. Several studies have
investigated the influence of climate change, the frequency and intensity of precipitation
and the increase in exposure to natural disasters on economic growth [25–30], both by
analyzing the changes in selling prices and in rent [31]. For example, through the analysis of
historical series of economic data, it has been estimated that in the United States, over ninety
years (1920–2010), the effects of disastrous events of high magnitude have contributed to
a decrease in housing prices of 2.5% and of rental fees by 5%, in the year following the
event [31].

Among the several phenomena that can strongly and suddenly influence housing
market dynamics, an earthquake can be considered an unexpected and exogenous event
that can radically change the market. It is an exogenous risk factor, related to the specific
city location, and its risk should be capitalized in housing prices [32].

The studies carried out on the real estate market in Japan, a country with high seismic
risk, have demonstrated that the hedonic price method allows the risk perception both
on the cost of land [33] and on housing rents [34] to be studied. This method ordinarily
assesses market value by taking into account its intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics, and
identifying the weight of each individual factor that contributes to the price conforma-
tion [35]. In the case of assessments linked to seismic events, the hedonic price method
is used to verify the specific contribution of the seismic risk of the area on which the
building is located, the property structural resistance, and the probability of occurrence of
the harmful event [36,37].

In line with empirical intuition, the decrease in selling prices of a property located in
an area subject to earthquakes is significantly higher immediately after the seismic event.
This is because buyers tend to underestimate the risk if a recent event has not occurred [32].

In general, among the methods to assess the effects of an anomalous event on selling
prices, the hedonic price method is widespread [32,36–38]. Furthermore, different studies
have used the hedonic pricing method to measure willingness to pay (WTP) to avoid the
consequences of natural disasters such as floods [39]. For example, the technique has been
implemented to examine whether home owners change their subjective assessments of
earthquake risk following the occurrence of a major seismic event. This method has often
been integrated with the difference-in-difference (DD) technique, which allows the impact
of an ‘unobserved’ variable, such as the consequences of an anomalous event, to be assessed
on a chosen set of variables. In this sense, the DD method allows an assessment of the
level of information of the population on a given risk, and the extent to which this affects
the dynamics of the residential property market. In fact, if the population is informed
about the consequences of a seismic or a meteorological event, the residential real estate
market suffers the effects of an overestimation of the damage resulting from the event, with
effects on selling prices [23,36,40–42]. Specifically, Belasen and Polachek [23], and Kim [42]
have applied this technique to identify and quantify the effects of hurricanes in the USA
residential market, and Rehse et al., 2019 [43] have used it for estimating the effects of
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environmental disasters of various natures. Keskin et al. [44], instead, have implemented a
multilevel approach, capable of integrating several techniques simultaneously, to obtain
a more effective assessment of the earthquake effects on the real estate market. On the
other hand, Kinoshita (2020) [45] has described the use of conjoint analysis to evaluate
the effects of an earthquake, with particular reference to the behavior and energy habits
of communities.

Regarding the quantification of terrorist event effects on real estate dynamics, some
studies have focused on the presence of subjective fear in the population and the consequent
changes in housing choices. In particular, Caputo [46,47] and Anand [48] have examined
the importance of the influence of the potential buyers’ psychological aspects on the
markets, by defining the “regret theory”, where regret is defined as the fear of investors to
repent their investment decisions. By comparing data before and after the terrorist event,
it has been possible to observe that subjective fear and the perception of risk are factor
able to modify the market trend and the balance in urban dynamics [49,50]. Abadie [51]
has analyzed vacancy rates data to investigate the impact of an increased perception
of terrorist risk, after 11 September 2001, on the office real estate market in downtown
Chicago. Similarly, Kinoshita [45] and Morita [52] have found that the housing mechanisms
following a terrorist event are strongly influenced by the level of perceived terrorist risk,
both by operators and the population.

In addition, the short-term effects of an economic crisis have often been estimated
using a technique borrowed from dynamics theory, called the impulse response function.
On the basis of a stable system, this technique calculates the effects that could occur due to
a perturbation coming from outside the system, but which has caused direct effects on one
or more variables of the system [53]. For these analyses, the vector auto-regressive model
(VAR) has been used [54–57]. Moreover, to investigate the effects of economic crises over
time, predictive techniques based on regression analysis of time series have often been
applied [58–61].

The consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on the real estate market have been
investigated using some of the different techniques mentioned above [62]. In particular,
Wang et al. used a DD approach to analyze the variation on housing prices with reference
to five areas of the United States of America (USA) [63], and Li and Zhang have studied the
spatial distribution of housing price changes in the USA implementing a statistical analysis
of 2856 U.S. counties’ data [64]. The COVID-19 pandemic triggered a global economic crisis
in all sectors [65], comparable in intensity and magnitude of consequence to the major
economic crises of the last hundred years [66], i.e., the Oil Shock (1972–1976), the First Debt
Crisis in Italy (1982–1986), the European Monetary System Crisis (1992–1996), the attack
on the Twin Towers in America (2001–2004), and the “Sub-prime” Global Financial Crisis
(2008–2013). Therefore, the pandemic can be considered an exogenous shock to the housing
market [57].

3. Methodology

With regard to the aims of the present research and to the framework defined in the
literature review, the methodology proposed intends to provide an operational approach
for the assessment of effects of anomalous events on the housing market, and is articulated
into four steps. The operating practice to be implemented in each phase is illustrated below,
and the stages carried out in this research are described with reference to the selected
case study.

The first step (Step I) concerns the analysis of study sample, i.e., in the specific case,
the investigation of the six Italian cities selected and of the most influencing factors on
the residential market phenomena, in order to identify the variables to be considered in
the model.

In the second step (Step II) a study sample related to residential properties sold
in the period prior to the anomalous event was collected for the investigation of the
“ordinary” market mechanism. Therefore, with reference to the present analysis, a sample
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of 165 housing properties for each city sold in the second half of 2019 (Phase I: “pre-COVID-
19 pandemic”) was detected. For each data set, some preliminary correlation analysis
and descriptive statistic examinations were carried out for the monitoring of data samples
statistical robustness. (Tables S1–S24 in the Supplementary files, respectively). Then, an
econometric technique was implemented in order to obtain a function for each city able to
identify the main relationships between the factor selected and the selling prices.

The third step (Step III) refers to the same logical approach carried out in the second
step with reference to the Phase I, by detecting data related to the period following the
occurrence of the phenomenon. In the specific case, the study samples were related to the
six Italian cities selected for the analysis, with reference to the first half of 2021 (Phase II:
“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”).

In the fourth step (Step IV) the comparison of the outputs obtained in the two stages
(Phases I and II) is performed. Thus, the synthesis of the results was developed in order to (i)
identify the variations in the residential market demand deriving from the COVID-19 pan-
demic arising and (ii) to provide a framework for orienting the planning and design decisions.

In Figure 1, a summary of the main steps for the implementation of the methodology
proposed is reported.
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Figure 1. Summary of the main steps of the methodology for the assessment of the effects of anomalous events on
housing market.

4. Case Study
4.1. Implementing Step I of the Methodology
4.1.1. The Study Samples

In order to assess the changes occurred in the Italian residential market, the six largest
Italian metropolitan cities were selected: Milan and Turin for Northern Italy, Rome and
Florence for Central Italy, and Naples and Catania for Southern Italy and the Islands. For
each city, the main social, urban, economic and demographic factors were investigated in
order to understand the context of reference for each city. In Table 1, a summary of the
distinctive features for each city is reported [67].

As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, for each city two study samples consisting of
165 housing properties were detected. The first concerned 165 residential units sold in the
second half of 2019 (Phase I), whereas the second related to 165 residential units sold in the
first of 2021 (Phase II). In Figure 2, the locations of the properties (green points) collected
for the cities in the pre-COVID-19 spread are represented, and it is possible to note their
heterogeneous distribution throughout the urbanized territory. The entire sample was
detected in order to take into account all municipal trade areas provided by the Real Estate
Market Observatory (OMI) of the Italian Revenue Agency, i.e., the “portion of the territorial
band that reflects a homogeneous part of the local real estate market, in which there is a
substantial uniformity of appreciation for economic and socio-environmental conditions is
observed” [68] or, the central, semi-central, peripheral and suburban portion of urbanized
territory that synthetized the features of the neighborhood. The same considerations were
carried out for Figure 3, pertaining to the locations of the properties (red points) that refer
to the sample of Phase II.
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Table 1. Main distinctive features for each Italian city considered in the analysis.

Factor Turin Milan Florence Rome Naples Catania

Number of inhabitants (n.) 870,952 1,396,059 372,038 2,837,332 962,589 311,402

Surface (km2) 130.01 181.67 102.32 1287.36 119.02 182.90

Population density (inhabitant/km2) 6699.12 7684.59 3636.02 2203.99 8087.62 1702.58

Old age index 204.10 196.30 220.40 162.60 114.40 139.60

Square meters per occupant in
occupied residential units (m2) 41.00 41.50 41.40 29.40 31.70 37.10

Number of residential buildings (n.) 36,158 42,980 31,070 137,021 40,755 28,988

Empty residential properties (n.) 36,779 37,073 5164 118,531 14,140 28,567

Per capita income (€) 25,015 34,046 26,503 28,241 22,434 20,179

Source: elaborations of the authors on ISTAT database.

Some issues could be developed regarding the sizes of the data samples; however,
even if though they were not large, they were certainly interesting compared with other
Italian mass appraisal applications, taking into account the structural opacity that gen-
erally characterizes the Italian real estate market. In this sense, the sample size used by
Simonotti [69], constituted by 33 pieces of data, the research carried out by Curto [70] that
considered a sample of 66 individuals, the study of Del Giudice & De Paola [71] with a
sample of 64 data, and the work of D’Amato [72] that implements a sample constituting
of 114 individuals, could be mentioned. Moreover, it should be highlighted that the sizes
of the data samples collected for each city satisfied the “rule-of-thumb” recognized in the
current literature [73]: after establishing that N is the number of subjects in each data sam-
ple and m is the number of influencing factors considered, the rule states that N ≥ 50 + 8m
must be required for multiple correlation, and N ≥ 104 + m for partial correlation.

For each property, the total selling price and the intrinsic factors were detected, on the
basis of (i) the aim of the research focalized to investigate likely changes in the housing
market demand, (ii) the indications provided by the market operators in the area, (iii)
the data generated by the Observatory of the Real Estate Market (OMI) of the Italian
Revenue Agency [68], (iv) the urban morphological and social examination of each city,
taken into account in the negotiation phases by local operators (sellers and buyers) [74,75].
Furthermore, the localization of each residential unit in the context of each Italian city,
according to the OMI, has been included.

4.1.2. Variables

For the definition of the model able to identify the most influencing factors on housing
prices in the two phases considered in the analysis, the dependent variable is represented
by the total selling price (Q), expressed in € (euro).

The independent variables were chosen according to the analysis of current literature,
considering the specific indications supplied by the market operators in the area, i.e., real
estate agents, as the main property characteristics considered in the bargaining phases by
sellers and potential buyers [76]. The variables considered in the study are illustrated in
Table 2.

For each explanatory variable, the category of which each belongs, the acronym, the
full denomination, a brief description, the measurement unit and typology of the variable
(dummy or quantitative) are specified.

4.2. Implementing Step II of the Methodology

The Step II of the methodology proposed assessed the housing market demand
concerns the year 2019, i.e., Phase I: “pre-COVID-19 pandemic”.

In this sense, 990 residential properties (165 for study sample related to each Italian
cities considered) were collected. Figure 4 reports a summary description of the main
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operations of the Step II to be implemented. It should be noted that the operations
illustrated for Phase I were replicated for Phase II “COVID-19 pandemic in progress”.
The outputs obtained by the comparison of the results related to the two phases will verify
possible changes in some specific market factors appreciations.
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Table 2. Variables selected in the analysis.

Category Acronym Denomination Description Measurement Unit Variable Typology References

Surfaces

Si Internal area Internal surface of the property m2 Quantitative continuous [77–80]

Sb Surface of balconies
or terraces

Net external surface of balconies
or terraces directly accessible from

the property.
m2 Quantitative continuous [80,81]

Sg Surface of private garden Net external surface of gardens
directly accessible from the property. m2 Quantitative continuous [77,82]

Se Presence of condominium
areas

External surfaces accessible from the
condominium areas of the building
and not for the exclusive use of the

property.

- Dummy (1 or 0) [82]

Maintenance conditions of
the property

Me Excellent
The “excellent” state are related to
properties characterized by high

construction and aesthetic quality.
- Dummy (1 or 0)

[78,80,82]
Mg Good

The “good” state refers to properties
whose maintenance conditions are

acceptable and whose functions can
be carried out without heavy
refurbishment interventions.

- Dummy (1 or 0)

Mp Poor

The “poor” state refers to properties
whose maintenance conditions are

not acceptable and heavy
refurbishment interventions

are needed.

- Dummy (1 or 0)

Internal services B Number of bathrooms Number of toilets for the exclusive
use of the property. n. Quantitative discrete [77–80]

Localization in the building L Floor level Floor level on which the property
is located. n. Quantitative discrete [77,79]

Building age Yc Building construction
year

Construction year of the building
within which the residential unit is
located. The variable is assessed as

the difference between the year 2019
(Phase I) or 2021 (Phase II) and the

construction year.

n. Quantitative continuous [77,79]

Municipal trade area

C Central

Municipal trade area in which the
property is located according to the
geographical distribution developed

by the Real Estate Market
Observatory (OMI) of the Italian

Revenue Agency.

- Dummy
(1 or 0)

[83,84]

Sc Semi-central - Dummy
(1 or 0)

P Peripheral - Dummy
(1 or 0)

Sub Suburban - Dummy
(1 or 0)

OMI quotation Vm Average market value

Average quotation between the
maximum value and the minimum

value for civil properties determined
for the Phase I (“pre-COVID-19

pandemic”) and the Phase II
(“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”)
by consulting the Real Estate Market

Observatory (OMI) of the Italian
Revenue Agency.

€ Quantitative continuous [84]
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The data, i.e., the values of the selected explanatory variables relating to each property
of the six study samples in both phases, were subsequently homogenized through a
normalization operation in order to obtain the numerical terms of the same size order, and
to facilitate the comparison between them.

Tables S1–S6 in the Supplementary Materials report the main descriptive statistics
of the selling prices and values of the explanatory variables for the six Italian cities se-
lected and for the two phases analyzed (Phases I and II). The investigation has allowed a
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global reading of the phenomenon through the chosen samples. For each characteristic,
the recorded average value, the standard deviation, the different levels or intervals that
each variable can be divided into and the frequencies with which each was verified for the
properties of the study samples, are reported. Furthermore, to monitor the representative-
ness of the study samples, some data included in the ISTAT database [67] referring to the
Italian municipalities, were examined. According to the analysis carried out for Phase I,
the samples were statistically performing, and the differentials with the ISTAT database for
the characteristics compared were low.

4.2.1. Econometric Technique

The econometric technique used is named Evolutionary Polynomial Regression (EPR-
MOGA). It combines the characteristics of a regression numerical system with the genetic
programming technique, by applying a multi-objective evolutionary genetic algorithm, as
an optimization strategy based on the Pareto frontier. This technique is able to identify,
among the variables affected by the analysis, both simple functional relationships (such as
log-linear) and more complex functional relationships, and therefore performs well from a
statistical point of view [77,78,85,86].

After setting the dependent variable (Y) and n independent variables (Xn), the tech-
nique identifies the function (model Y = f(Xi)) whose polynomial expression is a combina-
tion of independent variables and numerical coefficients. The resulting model obtained
by the EPR-MOGA implementation is able to satisfy a multi-objective Pareto frontier in
terms of (i) maximizing of the statistical accuracy of the model; (ii) minimization of the
number of polynomial coefficients; and (iii) minimization of the number of inputs for each
variable [85].

The generic expression of the models generated by EPR-MOGA is summarized by
Equation (1):

Y = a0 +
n

∑
i=1

[ai · (X1)
(i,1) · . . . · (Xj)

(i,j) · f ((X1)
(i,j+1) · . . . · (Xj)

(i,2j))] (1)

In particular:

• a0 is the constant additive term, i.e., the bias;
• n is the number of additive terms, i.e., the length of the polynomial expression (con-

stant additive term excluded);
• ai is the numerical coefficient to be assessed for each additive term;
• Xi is the candidate explanatory variables to be selected by the model;
• (i, l)—with l = (1, . . . , 2j)—is the exponent of the l-th variable within the i-th additive

term. It is selected by the technique among a set of possible exponents chosen by the
user from a range of candidate real numbers;

• f is a function selected by the user from a set of candidate mathematical expression.

For each model returned by the technique, a series of indicators are calculated to
immediately determine the statistical performance of the function which are expressed by
the coefficient of determination (CoD), calculated as shown in Equation (2), where ye are
the values of the dependent variable assessed by the EPR technique, yd are the collected
values of the dependent variable, and N is the sample size.

CoD = 1 − N − 1
N

·
∑
N
(ye − yd)

2

∑
N
(yd − mean(yd))

2 (2)

The CoD varies from the value 0 (minimum statistical accuracy) to the value 1 (maxi-
mum statistical accuracy). In particular, the fitting of each model is higher when the CoD
is close to the unit value, by confirming the model structure suitability to represent the
overall observed dataset. Therefore, the model that best satisfies the Pareto frontier is
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obtained, and the user can identify the most appropriate solution whose (i) CoD ensures
a medium/high statistical robustness level, (ii) algebraic form is not too complicated to
interpret, (iii) mathematical expression includes the largest number of variables considered
capable to investigate the phenomenon addressed. This has often been used for analysis
similar to that of the present research, regarding influencing factors in the market dynamics
and the selling prices, or to identify the contribution of specific variables in the housing
values formation processes [78–80,86–88], but never before to evaluate the effects of an
extra-local exogenous event on the real estate market.

4.2.2. Application of the Technique to the Phase I: “Pre-COVID-19 Pandemic”

In order to define a model (price function) that could efficiently describe the selling
price formation mechanism for each study sample related to the six Italian cities considered
for Phase I, the EPR-MOGA technique was implemented with no function f, through a static
regression, a maximum number of equation terms equal to eight and a set of candidate
exponents belonging to the range (0, 0.5, 1, 2). The use of these exponents allows the
model to consider the variable in its original form (exponent equal to 1), not to consider
the variable (exponent equal to 0), to consider it elevated to the square (exponent equal
to 2) and to make it the square root (exponent equal to 0.5). For all the samples, the
dependent variable was represented by the natural logarithm of the selling price (Y = ln(P)),
according to other relevant studies [81,82,89–91]. The log-linear model has been frequently
implemented as it has different advantages [84,85,92,93], i.e., the partial mitigation of a
common form of heteroskedasticity.

The implementation of the EPR-MOGA technique was iteratively applied six times
(one for each study sample), without varying the settings chosen. It was preferable to
obtain a model for each Italian city selected and then compare the outputs.

Every time that the EPR-MOGA was used, several models were generated, but only
one for each of the six cities (6 total models) was chosen by the user, i.e., the operator who
was implementing the technique and was carrying out the analysis, as reported in Table 3.
For each of them, the statistical accuracy of the outputs, or the CoD, was specified.

Table 3. Models chosen from the EPR-MOGA implementation outputs for each Italian city analyzed.

City Model CoD (%)

Turin Y = + 2.3105 · Vm0.5 − 0.39501 · Sc0.5 · Mg0.5 − 15.6167 · Yc2 · P2 · Mg0.5 + − 38.8898 · Sb0.5

· Yc · P2 · Me2 · Vm2 + 1.402 · Sb0.5 · B + 3.1882 · Si0.5 + 8.4518
81.48

Milan Y = + 0.92925 · Vm0.5 − 2.1509 · Se0.5 · Yc0.5 − 0.72176 · Sb0.5 · Mg0.5 + 8.6914 · · Sb0.5 · B2 ·
Yc + 8.9345 · Si0.5 + 7.7893 · Si0.5 · Se2 · Yc − 5.0165 · Si + 9.146

66.44

Florence

Y = + 1.8883 · B0.5 · Vm − 2.3554 · B · Yc0.5 · Vm − 19.929 · Sg · Sb0.5 · Yc0.5 + + 2.2829 Si0.5

+ 48.0618 · Si0.5 · Sg · Yc2 + 4.2736 · (Si + Sb + Sg)0.5 · L0.5 · Yc · Vm +
+ 2.3275 · (Si + Sb + Sg)0.5 · Sb0.5 · B0.5 · Me2 − 3.0961 · (Si + Sb + Sg) · Si · L0.5 · P 0.5

+ + 10.5998

84.02

Rome
Y = + 2.0813 · Vm0.5 + 0.77051 · L0.5 · B · Me0.5 + 7.5564 · L0.5 · B2 · Yc + + 2833.437 · Sg ·L2 ·

Mg0.5 · Vm2 + 2.6857 · Si0.5 + 579.0223 · (Si + Sb + Sg)0.5 · Sb2 · L2 · B0.5 · C0.5 · Mg0.5

+ 9.7199
86.23

Naples Y = + 1.6557 · Sc0.5 · Me0.5 · Vm + 2.8709 · B0.5 · Vm0.5 + 4.2863 · Si0.5 − + 22.669 · Si · Yc2 ·
Mg0.5 + 75.9095 · Si2 · L0.5 · Yc · P0.5 + 9.1516

83.13

Catania
Y = − 0.85036 · Yc0.5 + 0.90016 · L0.5 · Sc2 · Me0.5 + 8.2726 · L · Yc2 · C2 · Vm0.5 + + 3.147 ·
Sb0.5 · B · Vm + 25.5332 · Sb · Se · L0.5 + 2.6756 · Si0.5 − 9880.7007 · Si2 · · Sb2 · Se0.5 · L2 ·

Vm0.5 + 10.2077
74.08

Firstly, it should be observed that each equation was characterized by a high statistical
accuracy level (CoD = +81.48% for the city of Turin model, +66.44% for the model related
to the city of Milan, +84.02% for the city of Florence, +86.23% for the city of Rome equation,
+83.13% for the city of Naples, +74.08% for the model selected for the city of Catania) and
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included a large number of influential factors (nine for the cities of Turin, Florence and
Rome, seven for the Milan sample, and ten for the cities of Naples and Catania).

The main statistical performance indicators—the root mean square error (RMSE), the
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and the maximum absolute percentage error
(MaxAPE)—showed a good statistical reliability of the models. The lowest RMSE concerned
the city of Florence (3.58%) and the highest referred to the city Milan (4.51%); furthermore,
the lowest MAPE was calculated for the Rome study sample (2.80%), and the highest
MAPE results were for the city of Milan (3.12%). Moreover, the city of Rome presented
the highest MaxAPE (9.42%). The lowest MaxAPE was verified for the Catania case study
(8.24%).

In order to verify the stability of the models obtained, a ten-fold cross-validation [86,94]
was implemented on the starting database for each model. The outputs obtained (Table 4)
confirmed the good prediction performance of the functional models obtained for each city.

Table 4. Average percentage errors (%) obtained through a ten-fold cross-validation.

No.
Iteration Turin Milan Florence Rome Naples Catania

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Iteration 1 2.121 2.235 2.899 2.899 2.196 2.318 2.121 2.121 2.256 2.256 3.801 3.821
Iteration 2 2.845 2.922 3.584 3.584 2.845 2.845 2.845 2.845 2.845 2.845 3.125 3.225
Iteration 3 2.058 2.134 2.889 2.889 2.058 2.058 2.058 2.058 2.665 2.665 3.004 3.087
Iteration 4 2.329 3.120 2.789 2.789 2.329 2.329 2.329 2.329 2.015 2.015 2.997 3.102
Iteration 5 2.279 3.089 3.256 3.256 2.279 2.279 3.345 3.345 2.058 2.058 2.279 2.279
Iteration 6 2.228 3.310 3.658 3.658 2.228 2.228 2.228 2.228 2.987 2.987 2.228 2.228
Iteration 7 3.123 3.531 3.987 3.987 3.123 3.123 3.004 3.004 2.753 2.753 3.123 3.123
Iteration 8 2.127 2.178 3.854 3.854 2.127 2.127 2.127 2.127 2.861 2.861 2.127 2.127
Iteration 9 3.404 3.650 3.145 3.145 3.404 3.404 2.767 2.767 2.001 2.001 3.404 3.404

Iteration 10 2.026 2.077 3.521 3.521 2.026 2.026 2.026 2.198 3.021 3.021 2.026 2.026

In Table 5 a summary of the variables selected in each model is shown to conveniently
compare the most influencing factors among those analyzed.

Table 5. Variables selected by the models generated by EPR-MOGA for each study sample of Phase I.

No. City N. Variables Si Sg Sb Se L B Yc C Sc P Mg Me Vm

1 Turin 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 Milan 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 Florence 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 Rome 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 Naples 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 Catania 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

It should be noted that the variables referring to the internal area (Si), the number of
bathrooms in the property (B), the building construction year (Yc) and the average market
value (Vm) were present in all six equations, with a non-zero multiplicative coefficient.
Furthermore, no variable was excluded by the models and all factors analyzed were
included in at least two models.

For all the equations obtained for Phase I, their algebraic structure did not allow
an immediate interpretation of the functional relationships among the variables, as each
additive term was a combination of different variables that occurred several times in the
same model. Therefore, in order to verify the empirical consistence of the functional links
between the independent explanatory variables selected by each model, and the values
of the dependent variable of total selling prices, a simplified exogenous approach that
considered the other variable values equal to the average values of the starting database
(value “1” or “0” if the factor was a dummy variable) was used. This approach determined
the marginal price of the generic variable through the changes in value of the assessed
variations of selling prices, in correspondence with each i-th variable in the admissible
range of its corresponding sample collected. In particular, for each Italian city, with
reference to the Phase I (second half of 2019 “pre-COVID-19 pandemic”) Figures S1–S6 in
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the Supplementary Materials show the functional correlations detected for each explanatory
variable selected by the six models.

The marginal influence on selling prices, in terms of the average percentage variation
obtained in correspondence with the passage from one level to the next, or from the absence
to the presence of a specific factor, was reported for each variable. The analysis of the
functional correlations between independent explanatory variables, selected by the models
and housing prices, verified the empirical evidence of the coefficient signs for all the cities,
as the consistency of the links with the expected phenomena was confirmed.

According to the aim of the research, some interest can be accomplished for the
intrinsic factors analyzed, connected with the domestic spaces and their related acces-
sory surfaces:

i. A direct link between the internal surface and housing prices was detected for the
six cities considered (+26% for the city of Turin, +37% for the city of Milan, +20%
for the city of Florence, +38% for the city of Naples, +25% for the city of Rome, and
+ 6% for the city of Catania, considering an average variation of 40 m2).

ii. Variables related to direct and private accessory surfaces, i.e., balconies or terraces
and gardens, had different influences; for example, for the city of Turin the presence
of balconies was strongly appreciated up to a surface of 9.50 m2 (+22%), beyond
which the contribution on the prices progressively decreased (an average +5%).
The marginal contribution on selling prices provided by the biggest balconies or
terraces and gardens surfaces was confirmed by the microeconomics principle, for
which the relevance of a good was strongly associated with the need of it (known
as law of decreasing marginal utility). Moreover, the variable was also directly
linked to the selling prices in the city of Milan, for which the variation between
the absence and the presence of balconies was higher (+14%), compared with
the subsequent balconies area (+4%). The model selected for the city of Florence
proved a growth of the residential values in correspondence with the presence of
balconies (+31% compared with its absence), and a progressive attenuation in prices
increase for larger balcony surface areas (+17%). Similarly, for the city of Catania, a
direct correlation between the variable related to the surface of balconies Sb and
housing prices was found, with a relevant initial variation equal to +19% between
the properties without balconies and those characterized by the balcony presence.
Then, the percentage variation decreased, and was equal on average to +4%. The
presence of private gardens was not included in the models of the city of Turin,
Naples, Catania and Milan, due to the most common residential typology sold in
those markets, i.e., residential units located in apartment buildings. A decrease in
housing prices was found for the city of Florence model (−11%), in correspondence
with properties with private gardens. With reference to the study sample collected,
only 6% of the total individuals included were characterized by this domestic
space, and all were localized in the higher hydrogeological risk areas of the city.
Furthermore, a significant influence of private green area was detected for the city
of Rome, especially due to the position of the sample residential units, in particular,
valued urban zones (in the proximity of the Appia Antica Regional Park).

iii. The models selected showed a lack of appreciation for the presence of condominium
areas, in the second half of 2019, in the cites of Naples, Turin, Florence and Rome.
On the other hand, the price functions generated by the EPR-MOGA technique for
the cities of Catania and Milan denoted a relevant contribution—positive for the first
city, negative for the second—deriving from the presence of these spaces on selling
prices. In particular, for the city of Catania, it should be outlined that most properties
collected in the study sample were located in prestigious residential complexes,
in which the shared gardens were in excellent conservative conditions, and were
for the exclusive use of inhabitants. On the other hand, for the city of Milan, most
residential units in the study samples considered for the external condominium
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area (41% of the total sample individuals) were constituted by economic buildings,
for which other factors could negatively influence the selling prices.

iv. The floor level on which each residential property was located influenced the
housing dynamics in the cities of Florence, Rome, Naples and Catania. The model
selected for the city of Naples indicated an average variation on selling prices equal
to +7%, and a higher significance in correspondence with the passage from the
ground floor to the first floor (+25%), and an attenuation for the highest floors, from
level eight upward (+5%). For the city of Catania, a direct functional correlation
was found on average equal to +2%, and a relevant appreciation for the ground
floor was detected, if the properties were characterized by condominium areas,
compared with the higher floors. The same positive link typology was revealed
with regards to the study sample collected for the city of Rome, for which the
highest floor levels were those most appreciated, compared with the lowest ones.
In addition, in the central trade area, the location on the highest floors allowed
panoramic views that implied a strong influence on housing values. A moderate
contribution on selling prices was observed for the city of Florence, with a marginal
price equal to 4%.

v. The central municipal trade area variable was included in the models selected for
the cities of Rome and Catania; the semi-central areas appeared in the models of the
cities of Turin, Catania and Naples, and the peripheral area factor was also present
in the price functions of Turin, Florence and Naples. It should be outlined that the
semi-central municipal trade area was particularly appreciated in the context of
the city of Naples (+25%) and in the city of Catania (+52%), whereas a negative
influence was given by the position of housing properties in the semi-central trade
area and peripheral area of the city of Turin (−33% and −38%, respectively). In the
city of Florence, the selling price variation determined by the localization of the
property in the peripheral area was equal to –18%, whereas for the city of Naples a
decrease in housing prices equal to –20% was recorded for the peripheral trade area.
The location of properties in the central municipal trade area of the city of Rome
determined an increase in selling price equal to +13%, whereas this was equal to
+5% in the central area of Catania.

4.3. Implementating Step III of the Methodology

Application of the Technique to Phase II: “COVID-19 Pandemic in Progress”
By recalling the aim of the present research, the identification of the changes in

residential market demand caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in six Italian metropolitan
cities, Step III of the analysis concerns the same operative logic carried out as in the previous
Step II. Therefore, six study samples, each consisting of 165 housing properties sold in
the first half of 2021 (one for each city) were collected. For each residential unit, the same
factors detected for Phase I were investigated in order to determine the most influential
factors on selling prices, and to study the functional correlation between the explanatory
independent variables and price. Thus, the same stages developed in Phase I (second half
of 2019) were replicated in Phase II (first half of 2021).

The implementation of the EPR-MOGA technique was iteratively carried out for all
the samples. The dependent variable of total selling price was constituted by its natural
logarithm (Y = ln(Q)). The application of EPR-MOGA generated several models able to
describe the residential market dynamics, and those chosen for the analysis of the functional
link between influential factors and housing prices are reported in Table 6.

For each polynomial equation, the CoD was specified; in particular, a high statisti-
cal accuracy level was associated with them (+85.53% for the city of Turin, +96.04% for
Milan, +93.00% for Florence, +89.84% for the city of Rome, +93.72% for Naples, +84.73%
for Catania).
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Table 6. Models generated by the EPR-MOGA implementation for each Italian city analyzed for the Phase II.

City Model CoD (%)

Turin Y = + 2.434 · Vm0.5 + 0.3733 · Me0.5 + 0.99371 · Sb0.5 · B0.5 · Vm0.5 − + 4.4136 · Sb0.5 · B0.5 ·
Yc0.5 · P0.5 · Me0.5 + 7.617 · Si0.5 − 4.1752 · Si · Vm0.5 + + 7.4833

85.53

Milan Y = + 0.49351 · C0.5 · Vm − 0.88769 · Yc0.5 · P − 0.56312 · L0.5 · B0.5 · Mg + + 24.1533 · Sg0.5 ·
Se2 · L + 1.2286 · Sg · Vm + 8.1673 · Si0.5 − 4.1711 · Si + + 2.8284 · Si · L · B0.5 + 10.7489

96.04

Florence Y = + 23.2683 · Vm0.5 − 13.2187 · Vm + 0.61728 · B0.5 · Me 0.5 · Vm2 + + 1.8377 · Sb2 + 5.8364
· Si0.5 + 170.3596 · Si0.5 · Sb2 · L · Yc − + 2.2608 · Si + 0.18337

93.00

Rome Y = + 2.3773 · Vm0.5 + 0.27166 · Me − 0.66914 · Yc0.5 · Me2 + + 9.5008 · Se · Yc2 · P2 + 1.7449
· Sb · L0.5 · B + 3.0846 · Si0.5 + + 2.5818 · Si0.5 · L0.5 · Yc2 · Me2 + 9.402

89.84

Naples Y = + 4.3382 · Vm − 2.0486 · Vm2 + 0.98283 · L · Yc0.5 · Me2 + 0.75291 · Sb0.5 · B0.5 · · Me0.5

+ 9.3479 · Si0.5 − 4.2403 · Si + 7.4542
93.72

Catania Y = + 1.9795 · Vm0.5 + 0.38123 · Me2 + 1.0016 · B0.5 + 13.2376 · L0.5 · B2 · Yc2 · Mg + + 2.5865
· Sb0.5 · Se2 · B · Yc · C · Me2 + 2.1141 · Sg2 · Yc0.5 · Vm2 + 2.762 · Si0.5 + + 8.1768

84.73

Moreover, in this analysis the main statistical indicators (RMSE, MAPE and MaxAPE)
were calculated, and a ten-fold cross-validation was carried out. With reference to the
statistical indicator the lowest RMSE was concerned with the city of Milan (3.21%) and the
highest referred to the city Turin (3.98%). Furthermore, the lowest MAPE was calculated
for the Milan study sample (2.80%), and the highest MAPE was calculated for the city of
Catania (3.78%). Moreover, the city of Catania presented the highest MaxAPE (9.21%), and
the lowest MaxAPE was verified for the Florence case study (8.12%). Table 7 reports the
output of the ten-fold cross-validation. These analyses confirmed that the selected samples
were stable and statistically performing.

Table 7. Average percentage errors (%) obtained through a ten-fold cross-validation for Phase II.

No.
Iteration Turin Milan Florence Rome Naples Catania

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Training
Set

Validation
Set

Iteration 1 2.217 2.351 2.551 2.614 2.292 2.434 2.227 2.237 2.125 2.136 2.660 2.667
Iteration 2 2.872 2.889 2.121 2.179 2.880 2.887 2.917 2.938 2.884 2.894 3.201 3.212
Iteration 3 2.091 2.078 2.889 2.985 3.210 3.221 2.156 2.208 2.485 2.506 2.998 3.008
Iteration 4 2.373 2.348 2.789 2.843 2.384 2.394 2.385 2.448 2.444 2.496 2.581 2.602
Iteration 5 2.299 2.364 3.256 3.258 2.309 2.330 3.345 3.403 2.252 2.315 2.411 2.463
Iteration 6 2.247 2.231 2.543 2.653 2.268 2.320 2.273 2.369 2.987 3.045 3.012 3.075
Iteration 7 3.208 3.138 2.852 2.985 3.260 3.323 3.004 3.058 2.101 2.197 2.589 2.647
Iteration 8 2.130 2.129 2.998 2.895 2.193 2.251 2.184 2.186 2.001 2.055 2.875 2.971
Iteration 9 3.201 3.321 3.145 3.145 3.259 3.355 2.767 2.782 2.589 2.591 3.001 3.055

Iteration 10 2.028 2.080 3.521 3.521 2.124 2.178 2.049 2.198 3.021 3.036 2.498 2.500

In Table 8, a summary of the variables selected in each model is reported. All equations
included a large number of influential factors among those considered in the analysis (seven
for the cities of Turin, Florence and Naples, ten for Milan, nine for the city of Rome, and
eleven for the study sample of Catania).

Table 8. Variables selected by the models generated by EPR-MOGA for each study sample for Phase II.

No. City N. Variables Si Sg Sb Se L B Yc C Sc P Mg Me Vm

1 Turin 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 Milan 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 Florence 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 Rome 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
5 Naples 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 Catania 11 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

First of all, it should be noted that the internal surface (Si), the number of bathrooms
(B), the building construction year (Yc) and the average market value (Vm) represented
significant factors in selling price formation, as they were in all six models with a multi-
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plicative coefficient greater than zero. Furthermore, only the variable related to the location
of the properties in the semi-central trade area (Sc) was excluded.

For all price functions obtained for Phase II, the polynomial form of the equations did
not allow an immediate analysis of the functional correlations among the explanatory vari-
ables and selling prices. Therefore, the same simplified exogenous approach implemented
in Phase I was used for the verification of the empirical coherence of the functional links. In
Figures S7–S12 in the Supplementary Materials, for each Italian city with reference to Phase
II (first half of 2021 “COVID-19 pandemic in progress”), the functional correlations between
the independent variables selected by the six models and the housing prices are reported.
Moreover, the average percentage of selling price variations detected was specified.

For all study samples collected and the variables selected, the empirical evidence of
the equation’s coefficient signs, i.e., the consistency of the relationships with the expected
market phenomena, was verified.

For the variables for which a direct functional correlation was detected, their influence
(represented by their average marginal contribution) on selling prices is reported in the
graphs in Figure 5. In particular, for the quantitative continuous factors related to surfaces
(Si), (Sg) and (Sb), the average marginal contribution was analyzed by taking into account
specific ranges (<10 m2, 10–30 m2, 31–70 m2, >71 m2 for the surface of a private garden,
<70 m2, 71–100 m2, 101–130 m2, >131 m2 for the internal surface, <6 m2, 7–20 m2, 21–50 m2,
>51 m2 for the surface of balconies or terraces). For the dummy variables (Se), (Me), (C),
the marginal contribution was determined considering the variations that occurred with
the absence or the presence of this property characteristic, whereas for the quantitative
discrete variables (L) and (B), the marginal price related to each increase of the factor
was determined.

Although the results are not generalizable, with a relatively small study sample, the
analysis represents a valid reference for investors. In fact, knowing the most influential
factors on housing prices in the cities considered could help investors to develop and im-
prove interventions in this regard. With regard to the “surface” variables, the investigation
identified the main factor currently considered by potential buyers compared with the
ranges selected in the context of the same city, for the definition of the most influential
factors in each territory, in order to carry out a spatial analysis in the national framework.
According to the results obtained, for example, the presence of balconies with less 6 m2 of
size constituted the most relevant factor in the cities of Catania and Turin, attesting a strong
current significance for this feature. On the contrary, the absence of the variable (Sb) in the
model selected for the city of Milan confirmed a scarce attention to the presence of balconies
or terraces in this context. An attenuation of the importance assumed by this factor was
detected in correspondence with the greater balconies or terrace sizes for the cities of Turin,
Naples and Catania. Moreover, for the city of Rome, a constant incidence of the variable
(Sb) on residential prices was observed, whereas an increase in the role of this variable
in analysis was found for the city of Florence, for which this factor represented the most
influential factor. In line with the expected phenomena, the range 40–70 m2 of the variable
Si represented the most appreciated residential unit size, beyond which a progressive
decrease in three and four-room apartments and bigger properties was recorded. Finally,
for the variable related to the private garden, a market appreciation was revealed for the
cities of Milan and Catania, with a constant and downward trend in correspondence with
the different ranges considered.

With reference to the dummy and discrete factors, the present analysis compared the
influence of each variable on selling prices in the Italian cities considered. In particular,
for the factor related to the presence of the condominium areas (Se), a higher residential
market appreciation was pointed out in Milan. The location of a property in a central
municipal trade area was considered as one of the most relevant factors in selling price
in the cities of Catania and Milan, with particular attention being given to apartment
proximity to the main local infrastructures and essential services. In addition, in Phase II of
the analysis, excellent maintenance conditions represented a relevant factor in the selling
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prices dynamics. This provided a valid indication that potential investors were focused on
a higher level of comfort in the apartments. In this sense, considering the existing fiscal
incentives aimed to promote the refurbishment of residential building assets, the analysis
indicated the most convenient cities in which to start a redevelopment initiative, with a
view to sale.
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Figure 5. Average marginal contributions on selling prices of the variables selected by each city model in Phase II.

The variable related to the floor level on which the residential property was located
constituted an influential factor in the market dynamics of all the Italian cities considered
in the analysis, except for Turin. All models selected showed a positive functional link
between the factor and the selling price; for the city of Catania, the lowest market appre-
ciation for the properties located at ground zero was observed, by highlighting a strong
positive variation in correspondence of the passage from the ground floor to the first floor,
and a progressive attenuation as the floor level grew. Similarly, according to the model
selected for the city of Catania, the number of bathrooms was the most appreciable factor
among those analyzed.

4.4. Implementing Step IV of the Methodology

In Step IV of the methodology proposed in the present research, a comparison of
the outputs obtained in the two phases (Phase I: “pre-COVID-19 pandemic” and Phase II:
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“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”) was carried out. In this sense, a synthesis related to the
main differences in the housing market demand caused by the COVID-19 pandemic spread
was performed. Firstly, it should be highlighted that the changes observed by the models
generated by the EPR-MOGA technique concerned Phase I (second half of 2019), in which
the pandemic had not yet spread in the Italian context, and Phase II (first half of 2021) in
which COVID-19 was still widespread: it cannot be considered an ended phenomenon. In
this sense, the variations detected in the present analysis do not represent a final result of
an anomalous event that has occurred, but they could represent an output related to an
intermediate step, able to give valid indications about the current changes in residential
market appreciations, and identify likely future trends in the Italian market demand.

The outputs obtained from the methodology Phases I and II point out the modifications
that have occurred in the residential market segment of the Italian cities considered.

In Table 9, for each city, a comparison of the factors selected by the EPR-MOGA
technique in the two phases is reported.

Table 9. Comparison of the explanatory variables selected by the EPR-MOGA technique in the Phases I and II.

City No. Phase Si Sb Sg Se Me Mg B L Yc C Sc P Vm

Turin
Phase I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Phase II 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Milan
Phase I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Phase II 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Florence
Phase I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Phase II 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Rome
Phase I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Phase II 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Naples Phase I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Phase II 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Catania
Phase I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Phase II 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

First of all, it should be noted that the variables related to the internal surface (Si),
the number of bathrooms (B), the building construction year (Yc), and the average market
value (Vm) were included in all models chosen in both phases, attesting their significant
influence on selling prices in both periods.

A higher contribution was given by the internal surface Si for the cities of Turin,
Florence, Naples and Catania, for which a buyer’s preference for a larger house was
detected. This could be associated with the growing need to have an office room and/or
a fitness area in the domestic space, taking into account the relevant spread of remote
working, and the impossibility to go the gym, caused by the lockdown period.

A fundamental impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in the housing market segment
was revealed for the new predilection for external home areas, i.e., balconies, terraces and
private gardens.

For example, for the cities of Naples and Rome, the presence of the variable related
to the surface of balconies or terraces in Phase II, compared with its absence in Phase I,
confirms the attention of potential house buyers to this factor, as opposed to the pre-COVID-
19 pandemic period, in which balconies and terraces did not constitute an important
feature considered in the negotiation phase for house purchase. Furthermore, for the city
of Catania, a higher increase in selling prices was determined by the variable related to
the balcony/terrace surface in Phase II, compared with the previous phase. Similarly,
the model selected for the city of Florence highlighted a strong variation in the average
percentage of selling prices, derived from the presence of balconies or terraces.

Moreover, in Phase II, the presence of a private garden (Sg) assumed a stronger
importance, compared with Phase I, in the housing market dynamics of Catania and Milan,
for which the variable was absent in Phase I. For Florence in Phase II, the variable related
to the surface of the private garden was not included in the model, contrary to the negative
correlation observed in Phase I.
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With regards to the condominium area factor, for Milan in Phases I and II, the variable
first negatively affected the selling prices in Phase I, whereas there was a positive influence
on residential values in Phase II. For this variable, a direct functional correlation was
detected in Phase II for Rome, compared with the lack of this factor in Phase I. This
confirms a new perception of added value for residential units characterized by external
spaces, for the exclusive use of building inhabitants.

In addition, for the study sample collected for the city of Catania, the variable related
to the number of bathrooms in the property was more influential in the housing price
mechanism, compared with the pre-COVID-19 phase. This indicated a value increase
deriving from the presence of more sanitary services that could be useful in the case of
domestic overcrowding.

As expected, the maintenance conditions of the property played a central role in
the bargaining stages between buyers and sellers, both in Phase I and Phase II. A higher
positive variation was observed in correspondence with the excellent conservative state for
the city of Naples, demonstrating buyers’ increased sensitivity towards the indoor acoustic
and thermal comfort found in greater housing quality levels.

A rise in appreciation was found in the Catania model for the floor level on which the
property was located. Here, there was a larger incidence percentage on selling prices in the
first half of 2021, due to the better acoustic comfort associated with the properties situated
on the highest floors.

With reference to positional factors, a growth in the variation of selling prices was
noted for the properties located in the central municipal trade area of Catania, confirming
the potential buyers’ propensity to live in urban areas equipped with the main local services
and facilities. The comparison between the outputs obtained in both phases for Florence
showed the absence of the variable related to the peripheral municipal trade area. For
Milan, the property location in central or peripheral municipal trade areas was included
among the most influential factors in the model related to the Phase II. These denoted a
positive and negative impact, respectively, on residential values, contrary to what was
revealed for Phase I, in which these factors were not selected. Finally, except for Rome, for
which a positive influence was recorded in correspondence with the residential property
location in a peripheral municipal area, all other study samples for both phases had a
negative correlation between the housing position in a peripheral area and selling price.

In Figure 6, six bar graphs that summarize the variations in these factor contributions
on the prices detected between Phases I and II, for each variable selected, are reported.
In particular, the difference of value was determined by considering the percentage vari-
ation between the contribution observed in Phase I and Phase II, in order to define the
modifications in the housing market caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Figure 6. Variations in factors contributing to selling prices between the Phases I and II, for each variable analyzed.

5. Conclusions

Due to the social isolation imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic spread, domestic
spaces have become the center of ordinary life and, in many cases, a range of activities
have overcome their usual functions. As a consequence, the housing market demand
has changed, especially with regard to the specific factors of internal and related outdoor
spaces. These new preferences have led to a variation in selling prices that, most of all,
concern the residential properties which, before the spread of COVID-19 anti-contagion
measures, had high selling prices.

In the framework outlined, the present research structured a methodological approach
to analyze the variations in residential market segment appreciations, tested against six
Italian big cities (Milan and Turin for Northern Italy, Rome and Florence for Central Italy,
Naples and Catania for Southern Italy and the Islands). The analysis was carried out on two
samples, both identifying 165 residential properties in each city, one before and the other
after the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, in order to compare the effects, in terms
of property market appreciations, provided by this health emergency. A set of variables
related to the intrinsic factors of residential units were detected, in order to reflect the
main features of the Italian real estate assets. Specifically, the assets able to provide useful
outputs on the variations of demand on the matter addressed. The results provided by
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the econometric applications have allowed us to identify the most relevant and influential
factors on selling prices, for each city considered.

In general terms, the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown has raised attention to property
factors related to indoor acoustics and thermal comfort, due to (i) a longer duration of home
living caused by the variations in social and work dynamics; (ii) the introduction of different
intended uses (offices, relaxing spaces, gym areas, etc.), and (iii) the frequent obsolescence
of such types of residential assets in the cities considered. In particular, in terms of the
ordinary way of living in domestic spaces after the spread of COVID-19, greater residential
unit surfaces, balconies and terraces, private greens and external condominium spaces,
have generally raised their importance in the preferences of the demand, for almost all the
cities considered. These findings show that the way of living itself has been profoundly
changed, as the “house” represents the main environment of reference for all daily activities.
A private green, external condominium spaces, balconies and terraces can significantly
improve psycho-physical health and quality of life, whereas a greater residential surface
area can reduce the lack of adequate space for all household members.

This investigation can support urban investment decision processes and address
preliminary design phases according to the market demand preferences detected. The
proposed methodology could be a valid reference for (i) public administration, in order to
identify and carry out effective intervention strategies on the existing residential building
assets, and new urban planning initiatives consistent with the actual and current commu-
nity needs; (ii) private investors, in order to define the interventions needed to ensure their
financial convenience, and reduce relative risks.

Future developments of this research could concern: a larger number of properties, the
use of geo-referencing tools (such as GIS) for a better investigation into spatial distribution
aspects, and the application of this methodology to other territorial contexts—both national
and international—in order to verify the current trends of different housing markets, and
the efficiency of the carried-out analysis.

Supplementary Materials: These are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/
buildings11120592/s1, in the “Supplementary File”. Figure S1. Functional relationships between
property prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Turin in the Phase I (II
semester 2019—“ante COVID-19 pandemic”). Figure S2. Functional relationships between property
prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Milan in the Phase I (II semester
2019—“ante COVID-19 pandemic”). Figure S3. Functional relationships between property prices
and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Florence in the Phase I (II semester
2019—“ante COVID-19 pandemic”). Figure S4. Functional relationships between property prices
and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Rome in the Phase I (II semester
2019—“ante COVID-19 pandemic”). Figure S5. Functional relationships between property prices
and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Naples in the Phase I (II semester
2019—“ante COVID-19 pandemic”). Figure S6. Functional relationships between property prices
and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Catania in the Phase I (II semester
2019—“ante COVID-19 pandemic”). Figure S7. Functional relationships between property prices
and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Turin in the Phase II (I semester
2021—“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). Figure S8. Functional relationships between property
prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Milan in the Phase II (I semester
2021—“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). Figure S9. Functional relationships between property
prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Florence in the Phase II (I
semester 2021—“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). Figure S10. Functional relationships between
property prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Rome in the Phase II
(I semester 2021—“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). Figure S11. Functional relationships between
property prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Naples in the Phase II
(I semester 2021—“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). Figure S12. Functional relationships between
property prices and explanatory variables selected by the model for the city of Catania in the Phase II
(I semester 2021—“COVID-19 pandemic in progress”). Table S1. Descriptive statistics of the variables
for the city of Turin related to the Phase I. Table S2. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city of
Milan—Phase I. Table S3. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city of Florence—Phase I. Table
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S4. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city of Rome—Phase I. Table S5. Descriptive statistics
of the variables for the city of Naples—Phase I. Table S6. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the
city of Catania—Phase I. Table S7. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city of Turin—Phase II.
Table S8. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city of Milan—Phase II. Table S9. Descriptive
statistics of the variables for the city of Florence—Phase II. Table S10. Descriptive statistics of the
variables for the city of Rome—Phase II. Table S11. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city
of Naples—Phase II. Table S12. Descriptive statistics of the variables for the city of Catania—Phase II.
Table S13. Correlation analysis of the variables for the city of Turin—Phase I. Table S14. Correlation
analysis of the variables for the city of Milan—Phase I. Table S15. Correlation analysis of the variables
for the city of Florence—Phase I. Table S16. Correlation analysis of the variables for the city of Rome—
Phase I. Table S17. Correlation analysis of the variables for the city of Naples—Phase I. Table S18.
Correlation analysis of the variables for the city of Catania—Phase I. Table S19. Correlation analysis of
the variables for the city of Turin—Phase II. Table S20. Correlation analysis of the variables for the city
of Milan—Phase II. Table S21. Correlation analysis of the variables for the city of Florence—Phase II.
Table S22. Correlation analysis of the variables for the city of Rome—Phase II. Table S23. Correlation
analysis of the variables for the city of Naples—Phase II. Table S24. Correlation analysis of the
variables for the city of Catania—Phase II.
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